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ABSTRACT: The problem of multilabel classification has attracted great interest in the last decade, where each 
instance can be assigned with a set of multiple class labels simultaneously.  It has a wide variety of real-world 
applications, like automatic image annotations and gene function analysis. In these applications,  the labelling of 
multilabeled data is extremely expensive and time consuming and there are abundant unlabeled data available. In this 
paper, we propose an algorithm called Transductive Multilabel Classification (TRAM),  to effectively assign a set of 
multiple labels to each instance. We estimate the label sets of the unlabeled instances effectively by utilizing the 
information from both labeled and unlabeled data. The results have been compared with the supervised settings 
algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Traditional single-label classification is concerned with learning from a set of examples that are associated with a 
single label l from a set of disjoint labels L, |L| > 1.  If |L| = 2, then the learning problem is called a binary classification 
problem (or filtering in the case of textual and web data), while if |L| > 2, then it is called a multi-class classification 
problem. 

In multi-label classification, the examples are associated with a set of labels Y ⊆ L. In the past, multi-label 
classification was mainly motivated by the tasks of text categorization and medical diagnosis. Text documents usually 
belong to more than one conceptual class example, one news article can cover multiple aspects of an event, thus being 
assigned with a set of multiple topics, such as economics and politics [1]. An effective classification model for these 
real-world data should be able to adopt the multiple labels of each training example and predict a label set, instead of 
one single label, for each testing example. 

There are many different approaches available for solving multilabel problem that uses supervised settings which 
require a sufficiently large amount of labeled examples in order to train an accurate model. Creating a sufficiently large 
training data set where each example is labeled with a set of multiple labels within the candidate classes is usually 
infeasible in practice because the labelling of multilabel data in many real world applications is extremely expensive 
and time consuming as it requires time, efforts, and excessive resources to manually assign each example with all its 
labels and hence only a limited amount of labeled examples are available. Moreover, there are often large amounts of 
unlabeled data available and it is desired that these unlabeled data can be effectively utilized together with the limited 
amount of labeled data to improve the multilabel classification performances. Transductive learning [2] is a type of 
approach which makes use of unlabeled data in the classification process. It assumes that the testing data are available, 
and the goal is to achieve better performances on these testing data by exploiting the unlabeled testing data in the 
classification process. It has been shown useful in many single-label classification tasks [2]. 

Transductive multilabel classification problem [3] corresponds to predicting the label sets of a group of unlabeled 
instances simultaneously by utilizing the information from both labeled and unlabeled data. Transductive learning is 
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particularly challenging in multilabel settings. The reason is that, in the single-label case, conventional transductive 
learning methods can be applied to propagate class labels among the unlabeled data and predict each unlabeled instance 
with the class label which has the highest confidence. But in multilabel cases, each instance contains multiple label 
concepts and the transductive classification task corresponds to finding a label set for each unlabeled instance within 
the space of label sets, i.e., the power set of all labels. The number of possible label sets is exponential to the number of 
candidate labels, which is extremely large even with a small number of candidate labels. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Multilabel Classification 
Several methods have been proposed for multi label classification. These methods are derived from traditional learning 
techniques. One famous approach proposed by Schapire and Singer, BOOSTEXTER [4], is extended from the popular 
ensemble learning method ADABOOST [5]. In the training phase, BOOSTEXTER maintains a set of weights over 
both training examples and their labels, which will be incrementally enlarged if examples or labels are hard to be 
predicted correctly. Elisseeff and Weston [6] presented a kernel method RANK-SVM for multilabel classification, by 
minimizing a loss function named ranking loss. Experimental results on the Yeast gene functional classification 
problem demonstrate its effectiveness. Zhang and Zhou [7] extended the lazy learning algorithm, kNN, to a multilabel 
version, Ml-KNN. It employs label prior probabilities gained from each example’s k nearest neighborsand use 
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) principle to determine labels. Unlike the previous works that only consider the 
correlations among different categories, Liu et al. [8] present a semi-supervised multilabel classification method to 
exploit unlabeled data as well as category correlations. This approach is based on constrained non-negative matrix 
factorization. Generally, in comparison with supervised methods, semi-supervised methods can efficiently make use of 
the information provided by unlabeled instances. 
 
Transductive Learning 
In this paper, we focus on transductive learning. Transductive learning was proposed by Vapnik [2] in the 1990s where 
all unlabeled points belong to the testing set. Many transductive learning approaches have been proposed. One famous 
approach is Transductive SVMs, introduced by [2] and applied to text classification. They exploit the structure in both 
training and testing data for better positioning the maximum margin hyperplane. Another type of approaches are graph-
based methods, which define a graph with the nodes representing both labeled and unlabeled instances, and edges 
reflect the similarity of instances. Graph-based approaches usually assume label smoothness over the graph. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

Consider a data set having both labeled and unlabeled instances. The data set is divided into training data which is 
training sample matrix, testing data which is testing sample matrix, training label and testing label which are matrices 
where each element in the matrix has a value of +1 or -1. +1 indicates that the corresponding label is assigned to the 
instance and -1 indicates that the label is not assigned to the instance. 
 

IV.  ALGORITHM 
 

Input: Training data matrix, Training label matrix,  Testing data matrix 
Step 1: Construct the kNN graph.We build a kNN graph G(V,E) for both labeled and unlabeled instances where V is 
the set of instances and E is the corresponding set of edges between the vertices. An edge eibetween vertices  
vi and vj denotes that vi  is among the k nearest neighbors of vj. Initially we construct a kd-tree to perform the kNN 
search for both the labeled and unlabeled instances as it helps to reduce the computational cost of the kNN search. As 
the number of dimensions increases while using kd-tree it will ultimately degenerate to a linear search therefore a 
multilabel dimensionality reduction approach called MDDM is implemented before constructing the kd-tree which 
reduces the number of dimensions required to construct the kNN graphs. 
Step 2: Find the similarities among the k-neighboring instances by constructinga n x n sparse matrix which contains the 
ratio of Euclidian distance and the average distance between the instances, and normalize these values to 1.  
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Step 3: For finding optimal alpha value, first we have to find out the smoothness. Smoothness is, label concept 
composition within the labelset will be similar for similar instance, i.e, If an unlabeled instance is similar to a labeled 
instance then the alpha values should also be similar. 
Step 4: Compute the sorted label list for each unlabeled instances by storing the optimal alpha values in descending 
order.  

V. DATASETS  
 
We experiment with yeast dataset which contains 2417 instances of genes and 14 class labels as shown in Fig. 1. 

name domain instances nominal numeric 

yeast biology 2417 0 103 
 

 
labels cardinality density distinct 

14 4.237 0.303 198 
 

Fig. 1. Yeast dataset 
 

VI. RESULTS 
 

The result we get for yeast dataset is as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
    Instance 1   Instance 2    Instance 3  Instance 4  Instance 5   
 

 
Here, each row represents the composition of the labelset, and each column represents the instances. Since the yeast 

dataset is partitioned into 1500 train data and 917 test data among 2417 yeast dataset, the answer result we get is for 
917 test data which contains 14 class labels. The summation of the composition of 14 labelset will makes up to exactly 
1 that is 100% 
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